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The activities that Muslim Organizations around the world should give priority:
1. To be wise, practical and moderate (should be Wasitiya) as al-Quran statesKazalika Zayalnakum Ummatan Wasatan;
2. To take stand against all types of terrorism and extremism;
3. To introduce ourselves as Muslim, not as Sunni or Shia;Remove sectarianism.
4. To take steps to create more competent people, scholars, leaders and writers for
Islam;
5. To distribute al-Quran in local language among mass people to remove the
ignorance regarding Islam; ultimately to reach all in the community/country.
6. To continue to distribute standard & well-written books on Islam among people
7. To distribute CD of al-Quran and Islamic songs for creating emotions of Islam among
people so that their minds always turned towards Allah;
8. To work for ensuring free & fair election and for following democratic system in all
countries;
9. Ensuring the rights and dignity of women as al-Quran states in 3: 195, 9: 71, 35: 36
about over all equality of men and women, about same duties in most areas (9: 71).
Men and both are Khalifa of Allah and both genders are essential for continuation of
humanity. Without man or woman humanity will disappear as there will be no more
children;
10. If women feel assured regarding their dignified position in Islam then they would
work more than men for Islam. In this matter, anyone can consult the book of Abdul
Hamid Abu Sukkah- Freedom of Women at the time of Prophet (sm);
11. To establish more Islamic schools, colleges, research institutes, universities and like.
Alongside ,we have to upgrade the traditional curriculum of Madarasha;
12. To popularize the Islamic Banking system and interest free Micro Finance.
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